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Garden Tractor Pull 

Classes: 

Stock 16hp & Under (1000lb & 1100lb) 

Stock 25hp & under (1000lb & 1100lb)  

Modified Stock (1000lb & 1050lb) 

Stock Altered (1000lb & 1050lb) 

Pro Stock (1000lb & 1050lb) 

Double Tree (1000lb & 1100lb)

General Rules 

1. All contestants must be able to control their own tractor, and must sign a release form before they will be able to 

compete. 

2. All pulls will start from a tight chain (one warning will be given and then a disqualification and forfeit of entry fees for 

the day will be enforced) 

3. Any fighting, foul language or other actions detrimental to family type image that we wish to present to the public will 

not be tolerated.  Disqualification and forfeiting of fees and you will be asked to leave will result, any further problems 

with be handled by the authorities. 

4. Tires must be rubber, no duals, chains, studs, or any other performance enhancing devices may be added to the tires. 

5. No part of the weights, brackets, hitches or rollover devices may interfere with the sled or chain from sled. 

6. Hitches may not extend past the most reward part of the tires 

7. Drivers must have at least one hand on the steering wheel and buttocks in the seat at all times during the pull.  

Stock 16hp & Under and Stock 25hp & under 

1. 4000 RPM at full throttle governed – no load, stock stroke 

2. Gasoline fuel only, no alcohol or additives 

3. Original type carburetor for engine. No spacer or velocity stack, max venturi of 1.00”.  No boring or sleeving of the 

carburetor. 

4. OEM points and cover 

5. Must have cast camshaft with max lift .325” (18 hp cam shaft are legal) 

6. No aftermarket heads, OEM head gaskets only 

7. N0 aftermarket fuel pumps 

8. Clutches, belts, and open drive shafts must be shielded same as factory or equivalent 

9. Stock 16hp class 23x10.5x12 uncut max tire size, No ATV Tires 

10. Stock 25hp class 26x12x12 uncut tires, No Pro Puller Tires 

11. Stock 16hp class 10” hitch 

12. Stock 25hp class 13” hitch 

Modified Stock 

1. 16hp and under stock stroke.  Any bore, valves, cams, etc. are permitted.  No welding or cutting of the jug.  

2. Carburetor no larger than 1.200. Venturi butterfly type only.  

3. Steel flywheel clutch components must be shielded 360 degrees with 1/8” steel or 3/16” aluminum and head strap 

4. 23x10.50x12 Tire size, cutting allowed. 

5. Kill switch, wheelie bars and dead man throttle spring mandatory 

6. Gas or Alcohol fuel types 

7. 10” hitch height 

Stock Altered & Pro Stock 

Following: National Quarter Scale Rules 


